2005-9-7 p. 235 precedence of √ moved from level 12 to level 2

2005-9-15 p.235 change “means” to “means the same as” 3 times.


2005-9-26 p.0 “A closely related theory is Dijkstra's” to “A closely related theory uses Dijkstra's”.

2005-9-26 p.34 change “Our example state space is infinite” to “Our example state space in the previous paragraph is infinite”.

2005-9-26 p.40 change “In each, the problem (left side) follows from the solution (right side)” to “In each, the problem (left side) is refined by (follows from, is implied by) the solution (right side)”.

2005-10-3 p.32 change “We define LIM” to “We define the LIM quantifier”.

2005-10-3 p.33 final formula: make the colon plain (not italic).

2005-10-4 p.-1 increase the section number of 10.0 to 10.8 by 1, then add 10.0 Preface and make the same changes in Chapter 10.

2005-10-18 p.155 Exercise 45 is now called “Cantor's paradise”. Also p.215.